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The above observations have motivated a deeper inveatiption
of PO8aible bU8 encodiq tedmiques that may improYe the em-
ciency of the existiq approadles. In tbil paper, we report OD
the sta&us of our cunen& re8eard1 in tbil area.
We tint consider &he case of microp~f'obued, pneral pur-
pose 8YStem., and we dilCUU posaible schemes that adlieve be&-
ter performance &han &he aimple Gray code. The encodiDl mecb-
ani.m. we propoae rely on &he idea of avoidin, &he &ransfer of
consecutive addreuea on the bus by uaiDl' a redundant line,
/NC, &0 &ransfer &0 &he receiving .u~tem &he infOlmation on
&he sequentiali&y of &he addressea. When two addresaes in the
stream are conHCU&ive, the /NC line is set &0 1, the bU8lines are
frosen (to avoid unn~ .witd1inp) , and &he new addrea ia
compu&ed direc&ly by the receiver. On &he other hand, when &wo
addresaes are no& conaecu&ive, the /NC line ia driven to 0 and
&he bU8 linea operate normally. The 8d1eme above, called TO
code [5], guarantees an asymptotic performan~ of zero t~-
tiona under &he hypothesis of infinite "reams of co.-ecutive ad-
dresaes. Several variants of the TO code are available [6), aome of
whim incorporate the Bu.-Invert principle &0 exploit diatinc&ive
.pec&raI maracteristica of &he streama beiD& transmi&ted.
We then move to special purpose syatema, where &he UN of codes
.uch as &he Gray and &he TO are ineffec&ive, due &0 &he reduced
sequentiality of typical add..- "reama. In apiu of tbil, it may
still be the cue that o&her &ypes of temporal conelation. exis&
be&ween the patterns that are beinc transmi&&ed. In particu-
Iar, we have DOted &hat &ime-adj_& addr-. usually ahow
remarkably hiCh block correJatjona. Therefore, we propoae to
exploi& aud1 coneIationa to come up with a adteme, called in the
foUowinC &he Beach code [7), which minimi- the averace ad-
dreu bU8 switdljng activity. Startinc from &ypical &races of &he
N -bit addreu bus of &he 'yaUm being deaigned, we collect ata.-
tistical information identifyinc pouibJe block correlationa. We
then group bU8 lines in clU8&en accordinc &0 &heir conelationa,
that i., lines belongiq to &he aame clu8&er are highly correlated.
For each cluster of size k we au&omaticaUy generate an encoding
function, namely, a one-&o-one Boolean func&ion E : Bi -+ Bi.
EadJ configuration of bits in &he original cluster is tranalaud
in&o a new bi& configuration. The algori&hm which finda func-
tion E ~ta the minimization of the swi&chinc 8C&ivi&yj thua,
well establiahed temnology, initially developed for low-power
FSM state aasipment and re-encodinc, can be auccesafully ex-
ploited. The output of the transformation i. an encoded stream
for whim the average number of bua line tranaitiona between
two successive k-bit patterns is minimised. At the nceivinC end
of the bus, the oripnal encoding i. obviou.ly required. Then,
&he inverae func&ion, E-l, must aIao be calcuJated.

Abstract
Thu ,aper ducri6e. our mearch on bw encoding for low ,ower
di..i,ation. We "..ent tVlo encoding .cherne., namel" the TO
code and the Beach code, that .eMibly reduce the .Ulitching ac-
tivit, on addm. bw.". The TO code eqloiU the high .equen.
tialit, of the .~m. traveling on the add,... bu..e. of general
,urpo.e, micro,roce..or-ba.ed .y.tefn$. The Beach code, on the
other hand, tarpet. the reduction of the number of traMitioM on
the addre.. bu. line. of .p«ial purpo.e .,.tefn$, where .tream.
~ua/l, haw reduced .equentia/it" and eqloiU the concept of
block co~ation that ma, ezi.t between ,attern. being traM-
mitted over the communication channel.

1 Introd uction and Motivation
It is well known that the intrinsic capacitances of system-level
busaa are usually several orden of masnitude h~er than for
the internal nodes of a circuit [IJ. Consequently, a considerable
amount of power is required at the I/O pins of a p~r when
binary patterns have to be transmitted over the communication
channels. Sisnificant power savinp can thus be achieved by
reducinS the number of transitions (i.e., the switd1inS activity)
at the processor's I/O interface.
One way of accomplishins this task consists of encodins the
information transmitted over the bu-.. Dependips on the
type of information to be exchansed, some low-power encod-
inS schemes have been introduced in the recent put.
The B~-lnwrt code of [2) is a simple, yet effective, low-power
encodins scheme. It works as follows: The Hammins distance
between two succeuive patterns is computed; if it is larcer than
N /2, where N i. the bus width, the current address is tran..
mitted with inverted polarity; otherwise, it is transmitted as is.
Obviously, a redundant bus line is required to sipal to the re-
ceivips end of the bus which polarity is used for the tranamisaion
of the incomins pattern. The method guarantees a maximum
of N /2 tranaitions per clock cycle, and it has shown to perform
well when patterns to be transmitted are randomly distributed
in time and no information about their mutual correlation is
available; therefore, it is appropriate for data bus encoding.
Concerning address b~, the well-known fact that the ad-
d~ Senerated by p~rs in ordinary computins systems
are often consecutive has suggested the use of the Gray cod.
[3, 4J as encodins strategy. Unfortunately, it has been experi-
mentally observed that, while addresaes generated by real micro-
processors running seneral purpose programs are usually char-
acterized by hish Bequentiality, st~ for special PUfPOIe 10ft-

ware applications (e.g., imace processing, matrix calculus) have
a mud! smaller percentage of in-sequence ad~.



Since the motivation for using a bus encoding scheme is a reduc-
tion of the global po_r consumed by the system as a whole, it
is mandatory to guarantee that power savinp 8d1ieved through
a decrease in the bus switching ~ivity are not ofl:8et by the
extra po_r disaipated by the encoding and decoding circuitry
which is required at the bus terminals. In addition, bus latency
is usually a critical design constraint. Therefore, simultane-
ous po-r and timing optimization must be targeted during the
synthesis of the lopc for ad~ encoding/decoding. We have
propoeed fast and low-po_r implementations for the encoders
and decoders related to the encoding techniques discussed in
this paper. However, for space reasons, - do not comment on
such implementations here.

3 Special Purpose Systems
When the 8equentiality of the address .treams is low, IOlutions
as the Gray and the TO are not effective. However, it may _II be
the cue that other types of conoelatioDi exist between patterns
being lent on the bUi. To identify such correlationa, - propOie
the Be8dI code, whim differs from available low-power encoding
ad1em- in that it is strongly application oriented. In fact, the
encoding and decoding functions are properly determined for a
given program hued on the analysis of the addr-. .treams pro-
duced by one or more executions of aum proP'aDl. Therefore, it
is particularly .uitable for special purpose machin_, where the
same application code is executed re~ly by an oft'-th&-8helf
core proc.-or or microcontroUer. Since the use of components
of this type as basic blocks for the development of digitalaystems
is becoming a welI-.tablished desip stratecy in the microelec-
tronics indUitry, we believe that the Bcad1 code could provide
a valuable option when power minimization baa to be achieved.
A high-level block diagram of the basic operations required to
determine the Beach code is depicted in Figure 1.

F'1pre 1: The a-:b Encoding.

2 General Purpose Systems
The Gray code adlieves ita uymptotic beat perfonnance of a
IiDIie traDaition per emitted ad~ when infinite streams of
conaecutive add~ are considered. Ho_ver, the code i8 op-
timum on1>' in the cl- of inedundant codes, that i., codes
that employ exactly N.bit pa&tema to encode a maximum of
211 data word.. H we allow the addition of some redundancy
to the code, better perfonnance can he achieved by adopting
the TO solution, wbidl requires a redundant line, INC, to agnai
with value one that a conaecutive .tream of add~ i8 output
on the bus. H INC i8 hiP, all other bu. linea are frosen to avoid
unneceuary .witcbinp. The new addJoeas i8 computed ~ly
by the receiver. On the other hand, when two ad~ are not
con.ecutive, the INC line i8 low and the remaining bus linea are
used u atandard binary coda for the new addreaaea.
For infinite "ream. of con8ecUtive addresaea, the TO code en-
joys the sero transition property. Therefore, it outperforma the
Gray code aiDce, under the aame auumption, Gray add.-ing
require. one line .witching per each pair of pattern.. In addi-
tion, experimental resulta have .hawn the superiority of the TO
code even in the more realiatic cue of .treama of conaecutive
ad~ of limited length.
The TO encodin& 8dIeme caD be fonnally deaa'ibed by the fol-
lowing equation:

(B(t-l) ,I) if c > 0 J\ b(l) = b(t-l) + S
(b(I).o) ocberwiM

(DCt) ,lNC(t» .

where D(t) is the value on the encoded bus lines at time t,
INC(t) is the additional bus line, b(t) is the address value at
time t, and S is a constant power of 2, called .tride.
The corresponding decodinS 8d1eme can be fonna1ly defined as
foOowl:

(b(I-l) + S) if INC = 1 " t > 0
B(I) if INC = 0

b(C) =

For &rd1itect~ like the MIPS [8], two streams, Q and .8, with
quite different sp~raI cbU'8Cteriatia, ~ time--mu1tiplexed on
the same addrela bus. Stream Q, corresponding to instruction
addreaea, bas hiP probability of having two coD8eCUtive ad-
d~ on the bus in two succeuive clock cycles; on the con-
trary, stream .8, corresponding to data addreues, has almost
no in-MqUence patterns. The control aipai, SBL, available in
the standard bus interface to de--multiplex the bus at the re--
ceiver aide, is .-rted when stream Q is transmitted; otherwise,
SBL is de--~. An extension of the TO approad1, called
DuaLTO-BI code, can be eft'~ive in these~. This scheme
provides the application of the TO code and the updating of the
encodinc/decodinc ~ten whenever SBL is auerted; other-
~, it ~ the Bu.-Invert code.

The entry point is the address .tream produced by one or more
ruM of the code executed by the embedded prooeaor. Such
stream is fed to the tool, called BCC (Bit ~Iation Computer),
whoee task is to perform the statistical analysis of the patterns
appearing in the stream. In this phue, the target ia to ex-
tract the infonnation on the correlationa that may exist between
groupa of bits. For obvious reaeons, it ia impouible to compute
this infonnation exactly, since the length of the stream can be
in the order of mjlliona; therefore, we meaauze the block corre-
lations using a pairwi8e approximation.
Three different typa of correlationa ~ of interest to ua:

. Spatial correlation, exprasing the likelihood of correctly
predicting the value of one bit of a pattern knowing the
value of another bit in the aame pattern;

. Spatio-tsmporal corre1ation, exp~ing the likelihood of
correctly predicting the value of one bit of a pattern by
observing ita value in the previoua pattern and by know-
ing the -tue of another bit in the aame pattern;

. Switching correlation, expre88ing the likelihood of cor--
rectly predicting the o~ce of a transition of one bit
of the bua by ob8erving the occurrence of a transition on
another bit when a pair of patterDs is transmitted.

For eadt of th~ meaaures, a matrix C is conatructed, whose
entries Cij repre8eD;t the paIrwjae correlation between bit i and
bit j.
The paIrwjae correlation infonnation is then proceued by pro-
gram P&l.T, whOle objective is to cluater together bit. that have
a high pairwi8e correlation, aince this is an indication that the
probability distribution of bit patterDs in the cluster is highly
non-uniform. Clearly, we cannot allow excessively large clus-
ters, ~~ the hardware coat of the encoding/decoding logic
rapidly increua with the cluster aise, and 80 d~ the complex-
ity of the data collection and the encoding procedure. Clusters
~ currently computed either as .tronpy connected components
of the p-aph G rep~ting matrix C, or with a greedy algo-
rithm that allows to specify a bound on the Iize of the clusteR.



The synthesis procedure for encoder and decoder can be im-
proved; one direction could be resorting to ZDDs [14] for directly
incorporating some synthesia-oriented criteria in the translation
from the functional representation to the circuit description, as
done in [15].
The applicability of the code to symbolic encoding problems,
such as the selection of power--optimal opocodes for instructions
or microcode power minimization deserves some attention. In
fact, in these applications, a power-conscious dtoice of which
binary codes are to be assigned to symbolic instructions may
greatly influence the overall power diuipation of the instruction
decoding logic and the registers in the instruction processing
pipelines.
The TO code is based on a fixed lCheIne and is less relevant from
the synthesis point of view. However, it points to an interesting
direction of investigation. In fact, it proves that the introduction
of a limited amount of redundancy can be helpful in reducing
the average switching. The usefulness of redundant codes is well
known to researchers working on state assignment for finite state
machines [16]. We conjecture that redundant codes may achieve
very low switching activity. However, only limited redundancy
should be allowed in bus encoding, because pin count on modem
VLSI chips is usually highly constrained.

Each cluster, represented by a graph Gi. is finally processed
by the DC program. whose purpose is to encode the bus lines
belonging to the clusters so that the number of bus transitions
occurring when the embedded code is executed again gets min-
imized. The encoding algorithm we have adopted is the one
proposed in [9] for re--encoding the states of a finite state ma-
chine. The procedure is fully based on implicit representations
of Boolean and pseudo-Boolean (i.e.. real-valued) functions by
means of BDDs [10] and ADDs [11], and it solves the re--encoding
problem, whose exact solution is NP-hard, in a heuristic -y;
this is acceptable. since our purpose is to handle graphs whose
sizes are larger than the ones that can be managed by traditional
(i.e.. based on explicit representation of the graph) methods.
rather than obtaining an exact solution. Two heuristics are
available. both pursuing the objective of pairing together the
vertices of Gi having highest edge weights, and assigning them
pairs of codes at the closest possible Hamming distance. The
first heuristics is based on maximum weighted matching [12].
the second one relies on a recursive variant of the Kernighan-
Lin mincut partitioning algorithm [13].
The output of the DC program is a set of encoding and decoding
functions. one for each bus line. whose implementation in logic
originates the encoder and decoder circuitry.

4 Experimental Results
We have applied the codes introduced in Sections 2 and 3 to the
address streams generated by the MIPS microp~r, and we
have simulated the encoded traces to determine the total num-
ber of bus transitions. Concerning the Dual_TO..BI code, the se-
lected benchmarks are common utilities, such as data compres-
sors and word processors, as well as logic synthesis tools. For the
Beach code, we have chosen a set of software functions which
are often implemented in hardware as parts of dedicated Sy&-
terns for image processing, automotive control, DSP, robotics,
plant control, and so on.
Tables 1 and 2 show the experimental data. For each exam-
ple, we give the length of the address streams considered for the
experiment, the percentage of in-sequence addresses, the num-
ber of bus transitions when no encoding is used, the number of
bus transitions after encoding, and the savings acltieved with
respect to the unencoded case. For the general purpose pro-
grams, whose address streams are characterized by quite high
sequentialities, results obtained by using the Gray code are also

reported.
The results are highly satisfactory; in fact, an average savings
in switching activity of 23.3% has been obtained for seneral
purpose programs using the Dual_TO..BI code, and an average
switching activity reduction of 41.9% has been achieved for spe-
cial purpose applications using the Beaclt code.

S Directions for Future Research
Although the savings in switching activity that can be obtained
using the proposed encoding schemes are satisfactory, several
issues are still open, in particular for what concerns the Beach
code.
The procedure for finding clusters of bits suitable for encoding
is highly heuristic and driven by approximate information (only
pairwise correlations are considered). Several experiments re-
vealed that clustering is paramount to acltieve good results. H
clusters are not chosen properly, the quality of the results is
poor independently from the effort spent in computing the best
codes. We conjecture that more powerful clustering strategies
may greatly increase the power savings.

6 Conclusions
Bus encoding for low power haa high practical relevance in to-
day's VLSI design because off-dtip bus lines are loaded with
capacitances that can be orders of magnitude larger than the
internal ones. For this reason, it may be worthy to encode (and
decode) the data transmitted on the bus to reduce its average
switching activity. The area, speed, and power cost of the en-
coder and decoder are compensated by a sizable reduction of
the overall dlip power consumption.
We have described two different encoding schemes thai reduce
the switching activity on the lines of address busses. The first
one, called TO code, is based on the introouction of limited re-
dundancyand exploits the high sequentiality of address streams.
The second one, called Beach code, exploits the presence of block
correlations between bit lines. While the TO code adopts a fixed
encoding/decoding scheme, the Beach encoding synthesizes ded-
icated encoding/decoding circuitry baaed on the statistics of the
streams to which it will be applied. Hence, TO is more suitable
to general-purpose applications, while Beach targets specialized
applications like the ones running on embedded prQcessors and
microcontrollers.
There are strong analogies between bus encoding and the clas-
sical state encoding problem that baa been studied for a long
time by the synthesis community [11, 18, 19]. We believe that
several concepts and intuitions developed for state encoding can
be fruitfully exploited in the new domain of application.
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